MEIS2-02
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-03
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
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MEIS2-04
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
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Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
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MEIS2-07
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
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Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
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MEIS2-09
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-10
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-11
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-12
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-13
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MEIS2-13
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-14
HD and CD temperature
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MEIS2-14
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording
MEIS2-15
Temperature difference between HD and CD, VRU recording